
 
 

AUTOMATIC GATE INSURANCE UPGRADES 

 

Who is responsible for any up-grade work needed, during an insurance repairs claim? 
This question has different responses from alternative insurers! 

 

   
 

To give a fair answer we consulted a major loss adjustor firm, for a general ruling. 

 

‘What are customers entitled to, from us or others, when estimating the costs of repair 

and possible modification of the original installation?’ Modification can be required for 

numerous reasons, some of which are essential! 

 

Their reply was; 

 

 Generally policies held by individuals or companies allow for the damaged buildings to 
be repaired without any deductions being made for wear and tear or age of the affected 
item. The policy will allow for betterment in condition but not for improvements unless 
those improvements are due to a legal or statutory requirement e.g. building regs 

 

Our understanding of this is that any additional work required for safety compliance has 

to be considered alongside the actual works needed, especially if the repairs are major or 

re-commissioning of the system is required. 

 

What do you mean? Like for like repairs without any other works should only be offered 

if the system can be left in a reasonably safe operational state, as before, or better and 

with minimal if any, potential risk of causing personal injury! 

 

   



 

As power operated entrance systems, gates, doors & barriers etc. are classified as 

machines, their status and requirements for safe use, must be considered adequately or 

better, during any work undertaken upon them, or on associated or connected items. Such 

items may affect performance or use of the system. 

 

 
http://www.hse.gov.uk/work-equipment-machinery/manufacturer-in-situ.htm 
 

 

What risk? Following fatal injuries from power operated gates, the topic of safe use is 

always being reviewed across the whole industry and a priority focus by the H&SE. New 

guidelines, procedures and working practices have and are being devised and 

implemented, together with new and improved products, giving rise to an almost constant 

review of options and a duty-of-care from good/qualified service providers. 

 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/safetybulletins/electricgates.htm 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/safetybulletins/electricgates2.htm 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/safetybulletins/poweredgates.htm 

http://www.dhfonline.org.uk/docs/1116%20-%20DHF%20TS%20011%20June%202016.pdf 

 

 

Who should pay? Upgrades that are directly a result of compliance, improved safe 

operation and alike, should be a consideration of the insurers. Other types of upgrade may 

not be! 

 

  
 

Every day, recommendations for any work upon automated gate systems, are expected to 

meet the latest guidelines and standards! 
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